Ceremony To Dedicate New Dormitory Lounge, Planned For Jan 17

Penn Cagers Bow To Tigers, 72-57, In Initial Ivy Contest

French Ambassador To Deliver Address At University Thurs.

Power Replaces Tree

Rocket's Transmitters Die As 'Lunik' Heads Into Orbit

Oil Struck

Phila Librarian to Address Science Society

Martin's Job Uncertain

Cuba's Urrutia Proposes Democracy

Contrary to campus rumors, the election will not be "unprecedented..."
Quaker Five Sweeps Puerto Rican Contests

by Harry Dutnick

In the first time The Daily Pennsylvanian has attended, Penn's basketball team was finally facing a thoroughgoing one in Puerto Rico and limning to height-adjustable Felix and Villanueva.

Coach Jack McCloskey told 13 quakers with him to the Caribbean holiday thrilled Bob Milley. The poor team managed to enjoy all of the healthy members of the squad and was especially pleased by the newfound health of Joe Costabile.

Outstanding for the Penns was a 15-year-old, who was high scorer in the first five vacation games.

Duke 66—Penn 57

Nominated by U. S. Doug Walters, Duke's Blue Devils used their own version of the backcourt in good ad

vantages in beating the Quakers on November 13, Kline, shown on the 25th box, 30 seconds and40 points in the victory's attack.

Ron Kirkler was .65. How

 survived him and 12 points and Joe Pye (10 points) 8.6. and Thomas (10 points) were the third and second

Penn

men, who tied the blue above.

Revalis was high man for the Quakers, sticking up 13 points. Bob George Schmidt, who played his first game and Murray

Hill, brought up his second. 10 to 10 with 45 seconds, 11 to 11 to tie the game for the rest of the game.

Penn 69—Univ. of Puerto Rico 52

The Quakers opened their tour of the islands with an easy victory, outdistanced EUBP men.

The tournament had no restrictions on how far south and as a result, the Penns were able to

the tournament.

Schnitzler and Smith led the scoring, rolling up an 11 and 8 points respectively.

Penn 81—Catholic 32

A field of outdoor concrete or a 20 point victory of the season, the

Catholic University. No one was sure in the scoring parade, not even

Penn 76—Inter-American 75

The 16-man Penn squad rounded out its vacation tournament by beating the Puerto Rican Inter-American champions in a smooth win with Schnitzler leading the scoring with 20 points, while Robinson tagged 15. High man in the game was 6-4

Villanova 93—Penn 52

Each home at last the Red and Blue set at a lower foot in the Big Five competition, loving to a

Villanova was no challenge to the Wildcats. John Huggard, the Villanova's high scorer, rolled up 22 points, but the scouting staff had him stashed out of sight. Six foot, 10-inch Pennsylvania

Fielder dropped 16, while Huggard's running mate Jim Johnson added 15 points.

Burlington, a perpetual engineering major, grabbed 12, while R. E. Hugghton added 11 points.

Quaker forward Allen Schwartz had been selected by the sports staff of The Daily Pennsylvanian as the MVP of the Puerto Rican tour.

The 15-year-old shining star in the Red and Blue's five contests was named MVP of the Christmas tournament.

Schwartz tallied 50 points in the five contests, and was high scorer for Penn in three of the games. His 15.4 point per game average in those contests tied him for high scorer on the Quaker squad this season.

Schwartz was high scorer for the first 15-21 in the Dukie contest, taking 10 points. His five outside shooting kept the Quakers in the game against their taller adversaries.

On the Puerto Rico tour, Schwartz tallied 50 points to lead Penn in his three contests. He was high scorer against the University of Puerto Rico and the Inter-American squad, notching 17 and 18 points, respectively. He tallied up 18 markers against the Catholic Uni-

In Saturday's contest against Villanova, Schwartz notched 17 points and played a fine floor game.

This is the second time this season that Schwartz has received this honor. Against Army, he was the shooting Penn star with 22 points and scored a second half Quaker rally which overcame an 11-point deficit and paved the way to a 75-73 victory.

His shooting has been extremely consistent this year, to the floor goal per-

17 per cent on his first 22 attempt. Of those three

centage is the high mark for the Red and Blue squad.

Quaker member Jack McCloskey praised Schwartz highly for his fine play on the Puerto Rico tour.

Schwartz Tops Penn Scorers

by virtue of scoring 74 points in the first five games. All elsewhere

Penn opened against the Red and Blue and clinched 57 points and

Charles Golden scored 47 points, while Joe Bowman added 26. High man in the game was 6-4
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Leopards Top Tyro Cagers;

Ford Wins Honors

Regan Shines
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Interfraternity Leagues Resume Full Schedule

ky Sigma and Beta Sigma Rho are in a tie for the leadership in the Homecoming football game, with 2-0 records. Beta Theta Phi is third with a 1-1 record, and Sigma Nu and Alpha Xi Delta are still winless.

In the Delta League, there is a three-way tie for first place between Sigma Alpha Mu, Sigma Chi, and Phi Alpha. The final game of the season will decide the winner.

In the opening game in the G.I. League, Delta Kappa Sigma will try to extend their 26-10 record against Alpha Xi Delta. Delta Kappa Epilson and Phi Alpha are tied against each other in the second game. Unbeaten Phi Alpha takes on Sigma Alpha Mu, which has not won an identified record. The final game, to be held on Saturday night, will be between Kappa Alpha and Delta Kappa Epilson.

League president Phi Delta Theta and Beta Theta Phi meet in the Red League, where Delta Tau Delta, who is tied for first place, meets on Alpha Epilson Phi and Delta Xi among others in the second game. Unbeaten Phi Alpha takes on Sigma Alpha Mu, which has not won an identified record. The final game, to be held on Saturday night, will be between Kappa Alpha and Delta Kappa Epilson.

In the Green League, Phi Delta Theta meets Sigma Chi in the opening game, and Beta Sigma Rho takes on Alpha Xi Delta in the second game. The remaining games to be played are between Phi Epilson Phi, Kappa Sigma, and Delta Tau Delta versus Sigma Alpha Epilson.

In games that took place before the Christmas vacation the results are as follows: Beta Sigma Rho over Tau Delta Phi, Alpha Xi Delta versus Phi Epilson Phi, Gamma Delta over Tau Delta Phi, and Kappa Alpha over Sigma Alpha Phi.

Wildcats Face St. Joseph’s

In Friday’s Palestra Contest

The long-awaited clash between undefeated Villanova and St. Joseph’s will take place in the Palestra on Friday night. The Wildcats will meet the Hawks in a contest scheduled against a strong team.

Tomorrow night into Pitt with the American Lion Foundation meeting in the feature game, with both teams playing for a lot of money in the contest.

Saturday, Pasta hosts Yale and Marchetti at Lafayette.

The Big Five Game between the Hawks and the Wildcats shapes up as an even contest, as St. Joseph’s has taken the past game, and the present team is not the top-notch national power, Kansas State and St. John’s, the latter coming in the final of the Holiday Tournament.

Villanova, led by stars Jim Kenney, Jim Haggard and Jack McCreary, have been known through their first seven games, including 31-14 drubbing of Penn last Saturday.

Tomorrow night’s battle between the Hawks and the Wildcats will be the last game of the Mid Atlantic Conference East

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

A PURE WHITE MODERN FILTER

IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF A WINSTON

It’s what’s up front that counts

Winston puts its

FILTER-BLEND

up front... fine, flavorful tobaccos, specially processed for filter smoking

WINSTON TASTES

GOOD LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULDI

SUCCESS STORY—with a moral to it

Robert G. "Pete" McCullah got his Bachelor of Arts degree from Columbia in June, 1953. In September, he took a job selling for a manufacturing firm. He was buriedly trained—and, after 23,000 miles on the road, decided he wasn’t fully using his capabilities.

He resigned and contacted his college Placement Office. Interviews with a host of firms followed. Pete chose the New York Telephone Company.

That was April, 1954. He spent the next 15 months training—getting basic experience as installer, repairman, frame man, maintainer, etc. He was then appointed Service Foreman.

In January, 1957, he moved over to the business side of the company. In May, 1957, he became a supervisor.

In January, 1958, he managed a $3 million a year operation and as a result was promoted to Manager. In January, 1959, he was promoted to District Manager for Pete and many young men like him.

Moral: The most capable men need good training and honest promotion opportunities to move ahead as they should. Step carefully for your career. And be sure to talk to the Bell interpreter when he visits your campus.

American News Viewers...

A series of forum meetings

Paul Blanshard

Author of the best selling "American Democracy and Catholic Power"

Tomorrow Night, Jan. 7, 8 pm

A campus-to-career case history

WANTED — DISHWASHER (M) and (F)

To avoid pre-screening until interview, WANTED — DISHWASHER (M) and (F)
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Altersitz, 9210 Easton Ave.

Bell Telephone Companies

Chinese Restaurant

146 N. 10th Street

Open — 11 A.M. to 2 A.M.

The Most Outstanding Food in the Heart of Chinatown